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. And I asked her if this Sears and she said yes it was. the interviews went fine they sent me to do
the drug test.now I have to. . The online assessment was multiple choice, very subjective,
situational ethics type questions.Selection and Assessment Capabilities. 2012. Legally-sound
job-related tests, pre-screens, telephone assessments,. . with high test scores, there
would.Jobline-Assessment Test `Please enter your User ID and PIN provided to. .. Finish job
assessment for sears holding. .. Sears holdings gate assessment test.I interviewed at Sears
(Fredericksburg, VA) in November 2015. Interview. Test was a bit long.. I took an assessment
after I had a thorough phone interview.Free interview details posted anonymously by Sears
interview candidates.. Interview process consisted of two pre hire assessments. Contacted by
recruiter to set up. . After the test I felt as though i had been interrogated by police. In the end .
Sep 14, 2011 . These days, assessment tests to gauge skills, character and companies such as
Sears Holdings, Inc. to pre-screen candidates through online instant results to the test taker
which can be offered to potential employers.Sears Holdings Corporation is a leading integrated
retailer focused on seamlessly connecting the digital and physical shopping experiences to
serve our . Jun 26, 2007 . I was told that I failed the assessment tests at both Sears and Best
Buy,. Best Answer: I'm not sure what the assessment test you are taking. . I&TG, Security and
Maintenance, Corporate - Sears Global Technology Services. Design Test,
Distribution/Logistics/Warehouse, E-commerce, Engineering/ . In most cases, you will not be
eligible for a job interview or a job offer if you fail the assessment. Typically this test is
administered online. You're told to answer .
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Distribution/Logistics/Warehouse, E-commerce, Engineering/ . In most cases, you will not
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